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" Don't ever dare to take your
college as a matter of course—
because , like democracy and
freedom , many people you 'll
never know anythin g about
have broken their hearts to
get it for you. "
Alice Duer Miller

DIG IN FOR
JOHNSON
DAY

e* _;_„

Powder & Wig Presents
'King Lear ', May 3 - 4

The production of King Lear will be presented tonight and Saturday night, May third and fourth , at seven-thirty p.m. in the Women 's
Union. Tickets are one dollar.
The cast is composed of Jay Smith as the King of France; George
Welch , Duke of Burgand y; Carlos Davila , Duke of Cornwall; Daniel
Yett, Duke of Albany ; Warren Weifeman , Earl of Kent ; and Dick

Peter Merrill Wins Cond on Medal;
Scott Scholarship Goes Keltic
Johnson Day
Planned May 7;
fteveiSle 6:30 a.m.

Peter Merrill , a senior from Augusta, Maine, walked off with the

Condon " Medal at the annual Recognition Assembly at Colby last

Wednesday. The medal was awarded through a vote of the Senior
class with the final approval coming from the administration. The
award is for that Senior who is deemed by his classmates to be the
best citizen of the Senior class.
Among the many other honors
Stratton as the Earl of Gloucester.
Colby's annual Johnson Day,
awa rded at the assembly, Bob Kel- *
sponsored "by Cap and Gown, and
Edgar is played by James R-ili-j
tie, a Sophomore, won the Madden
Blue Key, will be • held Tuesday,
son ; Edmund, Halph Weston ; OsScholarship granted by the Scott
May 7. Ia case of rain , it will be
wald, Tom Totrnan ; The Fool, Bert
Paper Company. The Madden award
postponed tmtil Thursday. Classes
Angrist ; King Lear; Walter Damentitles the winner to> a grant of
will be called off the entire day. .
wood,; Doctor , Russ Higgins ; Old
$1,000 a year for two years. The
At 6 :30 a.m. the band and cheerMan, Larry . Douglas ; Gentleman ,.
Delta Delta Delta is presenting
qualificati ons were listed as good
Doug Miller ; Goneril, Giady Frank ; its annual fashion show , Thursday. leaders will march . through the
scholarship, character, interest in
Regan, Anita Falser ; and Cordelia, May ° at 8 p.m. in the Women 's dorms to rouse the students. Breakpursuing a business career , and
Leslie. Wyman.
Union . This year's theme features fast, consisting o| oranges, doughathletic vigor. The award was won
Members of the production staff the popular calypso and classical nuts, and plenty of coffee, will be
last year by Sheila Campell, a Junior
are : Director, 3_ugene Jellison ; As- styles, the fashions earning from served in the men's quad at 7 a.m..
from Augusta, Maine ; and the year
sistant Director, Ted Crane ;-. Set the Emei-y-Bro-wn Company. Active Afterwards the assigned groups will
before by Peter Merrill. Keltie is
,
Construction; John Curtis ; Light- and spectator sportswear, travel- divide for work. '
from Wellesley, Massachusetts!
Everyone will convene for a picnic
ing Director , Don Mordecai ; Proper- wear, After-Foxir attire and wedding
- The other nominees for the GonPeter Merrill
lunch served behind Roberts Union
ties, Donna , Tasker and Lihby gowns will be modeled.
don Medal were : Eleanor DuckBixler will
at
noon.
President
J.
S.
Latham ; Publicity, Gaile Noble and
Girls taking part are : Pat Black,
worth, Janet Kimball, and David
Candace Orcufct ; Costumes, Betty Carol York , Fran Wren , Jane Daib , then offici ate at the tree-planting
Mills. The elections for the award,
Lou Nyman ; and Make-up, Sheila Barb Borchers , Sally Fritz, Denny ceremony. The tree will correspond
the highest given by the school to a
Tunn ock.
_
Kellner, Penny Martin , Marian to the oae planted at last year's
senior, were held by the Junior class
The play, "King Lear," is con- Woodsome, Jane Wiggin, Jean Johnson Day. Following the cereofficers . 80% of the Seniors voted
sidered to be Shakespeare's most Smith, Babs Klein, Kathy Kies and mony the class knights, elected by
Jonas O. Rosenthal has been ap- in this election. The Madden Award
profound , and significant play. It Pat Walker. Allison Day.of Emery- their class members, will joust on
pointed to an instructorship in tho was determined by a committee of
portrays the deep nature of human Brown's will he the commentator. the pond. A faculty-student softstudents and faculty members. Canthe day's Sociology Department. Mr. Rosensuffering. This .is accomplished by
The audience will be entertained ball game will complete
didates for the scholarship were inthal comes to Colhy from the Unithe use of almost parallel plots with with a skit by Bob Brolli and activities.
terviewed
by this committee at
The first Colby tradition on May- versity of Pennsylvania, where he
two leading characters. The more Linda Mackey, and an improvised
which
time
they described their
important of these roles is that of dance by Nancy Day. The Colby flow er Hill, Johnson Day was in- has been a part time instructor qualifications as listed. The reKing Lear who is the man most Eight and Colbyettes will also per- augrated in 1947 by the late Presi- since 1955.
mainder of the Recognition AssemMr. Rosenthal is particularly in- bly results will be in next week's>
blind to causes of his downfall. He forin. Sandy Doolittle will be the dent-Emeritus Franklin W. Johnson. It was originally called Arbor terested ' in family and race relais closely paralleled to the Earl of accompanist for the show.
"Echo. "
opportun- tions. ; In connection .. with this he
Gloucester with whom the audience
Proceeds of the fashion show will Day and gave students an
is* more able 'to identify itself.-' By go to the Dean Run-Lais' Scholar- ity to participate i.r_ :the:development served as a research assista-j -t^t,the
the use of this intermediary then , ship Fund , a fund recently estab- of the c&mpus. la. 1952 it was de- Merrill-Palmer School, specializing
tlie audience will accept as valid the lished by Tri Delt in honor , of clared an annual event by vote of in family relations.
problems surrounding Lear.
Mr. Rosenthal, native of North
Colby's former Dean of- Women, the Student Government. At the
faculty's suggestion, it was renamed Carolina, graduated from Phillips
Briefly, the plot is as follows. Ninetta M. Runnals. This scholarJohnson Day in an official proclama- Exeter Academy in 1947. He reLear , King of Britain , wishes to re- ship will be awarded annually to a
President and Mrs. J. S. Bixler
tion by the president of Blu e Key. ceived his A.B. from Swarthmore in
,
tire and diyide his Kingdom into deserving girl.
have recently completed plans for a
1951 and his M.A. from the Univers- summer vacation in Europe. They
Co-chairmen of the fashion show
three parts. He foolishly decides to
ity of North Carolina in 1955. Hav- will spend two months abroad for
give, each of his daughters a share are Ruth Winterbottom and Jane
ing done graduate work in sociology tho sole purposes of pleasure and redepending on . the love they profess Daih. Committee heads include :
at the University of Pennsylvania, laxation, On his previous trips to
for him. The two eldest please the Gayle Schaeff , tickets ; Gingy Clark ,
Mr. Rosenthal is now working for Europe, Presid ent Bixler spent
old man by their flattery, but th e publicity ; Belba Metcalf , entertainhis Ph.D. He expects to complete mu ch of his tim e lecturin g but thi s
youngest, Cordelia, hurts him by ment ; Marilyn Clark, programs and
Work projects for Johnson Day
being sincere in her avowal of affec- ushers ; and Judy Dignam , clean-up. have been announced by Mr. Wha- his oral examination by the end of year sight-seeing and visiting contion . The King then gives the king- Tickets are $.60 and will be sold out- lon, Director of Buildings , and this summer.
stitute his tentative agenda.
dom to her sisters and disowns her. side of the Spa.
Tho
American
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eenth of Jun e, the President
projects and two special ones. The
The second polio shots will be
Cordelia is caused by his vanity, his
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have
Mr.
Rosena
nd
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firs t is working on the Little League
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belief in appearances , which causes
later
at the French port ©f Le
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enrolled
as
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The
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a.m. through 3 p.m, This is for
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"Journal
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Education"
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Their first stop will be* Paris
in charge of this project are Lee
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for
publication.
Pooler. Students working will be
Nizan.
DICE'S, KDR's, Phi Dolts, girls
From Pari s, Dr. . and Mrs, Bixl er
fr om the grou nd floor Woodman ,
will
travel to Cologne, a Gorm an
first and third floor Louise Coburn,
city
on
the Rhino River. In Cologne
and second floor Foss.
they
will
pick up a Volkswagen
Tho second large project is fence,
whioh
they
will iise for the repainting at the varsity baseball field.
mainder
of
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vacation. Tho Gerwill ho Miss MarTli o Greek Sing, which has becom e
John Baxter placed first in the twenty-third annual Julius and The supervisors
man
c
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o
f
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e
idbur g will bo their
chant, Miss Vlahakos and Harold an established Colby tradition , will
Rachel Levine Prize Speaking Contest held at 7:30 p.m. in the Taylor.
next
stop,
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where Dr. and
Students working with bo presented on May 6, the eve beMrs.
Bixler
once
spent
an entire
Averill Auditorium on Monday, April 29. Robert Pettegrew and Ezra them will bo tlie Zotos , the Tau fore Johnson Day. This all-collego
yoar.
Tho
University
of
Freidburg
Goldberg placed second and third, respectively.
Delts, the mon from Chaplin and function will take place on tho stops
tho
girls from first floor Woodman of Miller Library at 7 p.m., weather will bo celebrating its five hundredth
Baxter, who placed first in 1955, spoke on "The Fifth Amendment:
anniv ersary and the couple pl an t o
'
\
Asset or Liability to the United States under Present World Con- and thurd floor Toss. Johnson Pond permitting.
l ook in on some of tho exorcises
Extensive worlc at
ditions." Pettegrew, spoke on "The Eighteen Year-Old Voters : An will bo supervised by Professor Tho songsters participating in the which will be in progress.
Asset or Liability to Our Democracy." "The West German Rearma- Brown., Miss Whitoomb and Miss Intor-Fraternity-Intor-Sorority Sing Three weeks of relaxation and
perform a wido variety of musi- pleasure will follow for the Bixlors
ment: An Asset or Liability to European Peace" was Goldberg's topic. Flanders. Students assigned to will
cal entertainment including numer- at Horgoswil on the shore of Lako
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the girls from
Donnell, Jr., Robert Saltz, Arthur Smith , William. Timken , and ' mon from Small Hall,
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The Contest is intended to encourage extemporaneous speaking. Cobnrn, Robins and Johnson Hall,, pitch , ensemble, and interpretation. guosts of their friends , Professor
'
In this form the speaker learns his specific topic only a few hours be- and tlio DU'r will work with thorn ,
A oup will bo pi'osontod to tho and Mrs. Worrier Eric Joston,
Thoir
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,
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Lester Levine, '16, in memory of his parents, Julius and Rachel dation
Wilholm
Bittor.
Dr. Bitter is a psyfor Arcs at footbal l rallies cup for throo years in suooossion ,
Levine. The first prize is fifty dollars;, the second, thirty-five ; and and general clearing. Supervisors tlio
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who
hi-B lectured hero tvt
victorious group is allowed to
the third , fifteen.
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Tri -Pelfs To Hold
%le Show Thurs.

Rosenthal To Be
Soc. Instructo r

Br. & Mrs. Bixler
Summer in Europe

Johnson Day To

Improve Campus

Levine Contest Won By
Iota Baxter: 10 Recite

Greek Sing By
Frat. Societies
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Are Class Elections Better Now?
We would like to go on record as being heartily against the newlyinstalled class election procedure. It is quite evident that Student
Government had good intentions in trying to do away with the old.
class election method, but this alternate -method is entirely out of
|
p lace.

Al th ough this is not true in all cases, it h as been bro ught to our attention that people are unwilling to campaign for an office , which has
previousl y been totally up to the discretion of the entire class. Also,
it is clear that Student Government candidates, who did not get
elected are reluctan t to put themselves before the studen ts again with
petitions for the nominations. The aim of the Student Government
was to have candidates go out on their own and in that way show
an interest. However, the situation as it is now is no better than the
previous one. Friends of the candidates are passing the petitions
around for them. This is especially true in the case of some of the
Student Government candidates who were not elected . Class meetings
are going to suffer with this new plan, an d the spirit of such an elected
office has been seriously dampened.

' A Modest Proposal
The Freshman Men's averages have been tabulated, and the resul t s ar e fri ghtening. The average for Freshmen men in fraternities
is 68%. The implications of this showing among the Freshmen in
fraternities are many, and we would like to list a few of them here.
In the first place, it is evident that the fraternities are not doing
their job. It is assumed that a fraternity is the p lace where a Freshman can receive assistance with his work. Evidently the fraternities
have not been doing this. It is also logical that if these averages are
not improved that the number of Sophomores in the fraternities will
be gr eat ly lessened.
If IFC is to further the interests and influence of the fraternities
on campus, it is obvious that some definite action be taken immediately. This problem lies squarly before the fraternities ; and^ t her efore,
IFC. What are you going to do about it IFC? We want to know
abou t it, as d oes every Freshman who entered a fraternity and now
stands on the brink of an academic catastrophe.

Letter to the Edito r
Dear Sir:
I feel , as many do , a defini te lack of interest on the Colby campus
for the independents. The school is missing out by no t capitalizing
on the many assets of this forgotten group. Also, the independents are
losing out not onl y socially but politically.

Campus Comme nt

P & W 'Up' For
Tonight' s Showing

by Henry Wingate

by Don Mordecai
There is certainly a difference in
the attitude of a cast when it is
finally able to rehearse on a stage
rather than in a restricted area such
as the dramatic , workshop. Suddenly everyone realizes that he is
not simply reciting lines but is actually representing an idea and an
embodiment of a definite character.
Such is the case with the cast of
tonight' s produc tio n o f "K i n g
Lear."
Difficulties Overcome

Now that the idea of an independents organization has been put

forth , I would like to write on some of the criticisms that the students
seem to have against such a system. Thei firsthand probably the most

influential is the problem of interest. Some feel that not enough independents will be willing to h elp form this group. Secondly others
state, that since the independ ent s did n ot j oin fra ternities, they also
wouldn 't want to join an organization. Lastly some think that possibly the independen ts, not knowing each other (as well as in a frat. )
and with varied . interests would have trouble working together to
/
form a harmonious organization.1 ,Let's take a look at these criticisms. At the moment there seenis to

be a good deal of interest in the subject. With the writing in last
week's Echo, it shows that quite a few , especiall y Freshmen , are advocating it. With a meeting scheduled for May 1, it is .evident that
those interested don't want to waste any time in getting the ball rolling. If all the people who have professed interest in this show up at
the meeting, there is no doubt that the chance of forming an independents organization will be quite good. In answer to the second
criticism, it seems from this writer's point of view, that an independents organization would be just the right remedy for those who wanted
to join a fraternity, but for some ' reason or other just didn ? t get around
to doing so. I'm sure that a few regret not being in a fra terni ty, and
even those who didn't wish to join a fraternity, could still find the
organization advantageous. This group wouldn't bind the students
like a fra terni ty might , but if set up correctly, it would give the independent a place to go for social events, a chance to play intramural
athletics, and a chance to gain some representation and respect that
he has probably experienced before, but has yet failed to accomp lish
at Colby. As yet many independents have not shown themselves
around the campus. Here seems to be a good chance for those with
"hidd en ability" to bring their character out into the open and assert
themselves.

Although this group has had its
share of difficulties in memorizing
lines and trying to remember action ,'
it seems now , after a week of intense rehearsal on stage , that it has
overcome these troubles and has
worked out a well-paced presentation.
Aside from its val ue as experience for Powder and Wig, and entertainment for the audience , the
production has unearthed a great
deal of new talent. The role of
Edgar is played by a newcomer to
the Powder and Wig stage , James
Rulison . His talent and feeling for
the role have certainly added to the
productio n. Other new and valuable additions to the cast are Anita
Falter and Tom Totman , playing
Regan and Oswald , respectively.
For many of Powder and Wig ' s veteran performers , this is their first
try at Shakes peare.
Enlarged Stage

With the set now up, and the
lights in operation , the stage in
Women 's Union Gymnasium already
looks a great deal different from its
usual aspect. Not only is the stage
itself being used for the play, but
also two sets of extensions which
reach well out onto the floor. It
would seem that, . with this much
area t o m ove in, the actors would be
lost in its expanse. This , ho wever ,
^ case. They manage to use
is not fche
every square inch of space and , as a
matter of fact, look as though they
co u ld use more.

The last criticism seems oddl y th e one most used by those who think
the system won 't work. This seems strange for a good deal of independen ts alr eady know each other well. There are even evidences
of them banding together, reall y forming a sort of minor-minor fraternity, such as the one in Smith Hall. It certainly shouldn 't be
too complicated, then, for a good many of the Independents to work
together to give themselves a better time here at college.

Lette r to the Editor
Dear Sir :

Facult y Briefs

Due to the misinterpretation of an article in the April 29, 1957
Time m agazin e.many Golby students have been frigh tened in to a mild
f orm of hysteria and lack of faith in the committment of the Student
Christian Association's recent project for Koinonia Farm. On April
13 we held a .very successful drive to raise fund s f or a f arm in
Amer icus, Georgia which was ba sed on Christ ian principles and which
had succeeded in r aising the sta nd ard of living in a downtrodden area
of a tennant farm district of the south.

by Arthur Goldschmidt

Along with many of the other one
hundred-odd students in Physics 122
I have become convinced that
Physics must be tlie toughest subject in the college curriculum. We
wonder how anyone could have the
intellect or the tenacity to master
even a- portion of the science. Perhaps this was why I felt just a
little un easy as I approac h ed! tho
office of Professor Brown of the
Physics Department several days
ago. What questions could I ask
him about Physics to get a discussion started ? I mustered my courage and entered the office. There
sat the august professor , smoking
his pipe behind a desk piled high
with all sorts of scientific papers,
pamphlets, periodicals., and allied
paraphernalia. We started talking
informally about his career. Ho
graduated , from MIT in 1923 and
received his MA thoro seven years
later. Ho has taught at Colby 'since
1942, but hopes someday to got sahbatioal leave in order to conduct research . Graduall y tho conversation
drifted into a ' series of questions
and answers;, as summed up below.

Take Spring Weekend for an example of th e lack of activities for
Do you fo_l< tlio students com. to
independents. All the fraternities have organized events to take adColby with adequate prep aration in
vantage of the line spring weather. The independents for an organi- mathematics and solonoo?
zation—or am I wrong?
Mr; Brown 's answer, ¦as best l oon
recal l , was ; "I certainl y do not waiyfc
As f or the political situation, there is prpvision made in the I.F.A. to deprecate tho work the public
constitution for a representative from the independents, bu t because schools aro doing. They aro doing
of the lack of an independent 's organization , there is no independent a much hotter job than thoy did
representative in I.F.A. Don 't forget this lack of representation thirty years ago. Certainly tlio worlc
effects not only the independents' political life but also his monetary liorovifi no harder than what tho students had in school . Perh aps the
tine. I.F.A. has control of the money for many .student activities. homo is responsible for tho lack of
Should not the independents have a say in how that money is spent. interest in math ' and science courses.
Parents discourage • thoir children
What do you think , independents? Do you want to be recognized from interest in mathematics and
as a worthwhile group or not? If you do., let 's sec some action. <" physics, Another difficulty stems
from tho fact that students do not
want to answer a question directly,
'
Independently yours,
but prefer to talk around tho point.
A Freshman
Continued on Pago Six

Several SCA members have been approached and accused of hav-

ing asked th e student body to work to raise money for a "communist ically infiltrated farm." The fact of the matter is that there

is no reason for us to j ump to the conclusion that because a few
fri ghtened anti-intergrationists were name-calling and .starting rumors
we too should say that Koinonia farm "must be communist if they
had been accused as such." It sounds very similar to the panics caused
by McCarth yisir. several years ago. The Georgia -grand jury accord ing to Time magazine conceded "that no law was being violated by
the Koinonianss"

The Student Christian Association planned this project with the
utmost care. We did not just pick put Koinonia farm frorn the list
of ordinary charitable organizations. We wished to give it our suppor t
because the Christians who had started the farm were improving the.
living conditions of Sumpter County, Georgia before the Supreme
Court 1953 desegregation decision caused many southerners to panic.
If one wishes to read further on the motives of the project I recommend an editorial in the March 6 issue of Christ ia n Century which
tells about a visit to the farm. Anyone who understands the issues involved in the race problem knows diat the attack upon Koinonia by
153 robed members of the Ku Klxi x Klan is caused by fear of the fac t,
that some day the American Negro may have a more favorable status
than he now , has in American society. Colby students should look at
the issue in an objective light and not be willing to condemn as Communist anything that has' ever been called such. ,
1

The following are some of the reasons , why Koinonia is not to be
labeled as Red infiltrated : 1. It was "started with intention of demonstrating better farm methods in order to "convince people that land
could" be reclaimed, living standards raj sed, and give men new courage ancl hope. " 2. It was to uphold its Christian convictions as a mission to rural life, "but must not force its views upon others. It must

act as 'leaven' in the community . " 3. The farm addressed itsel f to all
Continued on Page Three

'
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Farm Aid Proj ect Dorm. Counselor Infirmary Offers
has announced
Deemed Success thatDeanhis Nickerson
office will be glad to re- Poison Ivy Lotion
Over 70 Colbyv students and a
sufficient number of - Waterville
townspeople were able,_ to realize
$108.30 for Koinonia. Farm work
project. Sponsored by SCA the project had set up a goal of $100 for
the Farm.
The students met at the Chapel on
Saturday, ApriJ^ 13, to be assigned
such jobs as removing and washing
storm windows, house cleaning, raking leaves, and haby sitting. A
separate project for washing cars
was held in back of the "Women's
Union, and a steady stream of cars
was seen all afternoon under the
hose. Even the Mayor contributed
his car to he washed. Some students went out to China Lake and
to Fairfield.
From all reports the people of
Waterville seemed to be very
pleased with, the work projec t, expressing their appreciation in tea
and cookies served to their workers.
Several indicated their desire to see
the project undertaken in succeeding years as an annual affair. SCA
appreciates the cooperation given by
the students who worked and also
the time spent by many to advertise
and obtain jobs to help attain the
goal for Koinonia Farm.
'
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Quality Service - One-Day . Service
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HARDWARE

]

I

HOUSEWARES

j

,

WEST1NGH0USE

!

!

APPLIANCES

•

i
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'

S MUSIC DEPT.
; | FARROW
LONG PLAY JAZZ
Krupa
Hampton
j The Duke
Count Basie
|
M A-GOO ' IN H I Fl
!
Dennis Farnon
BARITONE
ARIAS
| FAMOUS
I
Robert Merr ill

rumor that the farm harbored Communist spies. It certainly looks as
though some fearful Colby students
fell for the falacious "Red herring"
accusations without even reading
carefully enough the "Time" article
which emphasized Koinonians as
Christian pacifists who sought to
meet the needs of an improverished
southern community .
(The quotes are from a short history of Koinonia Farm.)
Jane Gibbons

\

Diambri' s

\

I Excellent meals for the student I
J at a pri ce he can afford to pay. I
I Italian Sandwiches & Spaghetti \
Waterville \
I Main Street

DIFFERENT TASTES* (^>0
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W aterville 's
Sterlin g Head quarters
Agent for Towle — Gorham
Wallace — International — Lunt ,
Reed and Barton — Heirloom

Pre pare Now for

ceive applications from men who Johnson Day invariahly introwish to be considered for dormitory duces the problem of poison ivy. Becounselling positions for the next ' cause of the prevalence of poison
college year.
ivy about the grounds o-f the campus
Selections for the necessary num- it is advised, that those who are
ber are made late in May. It would aware of their sensitivity will come
be appreciated if the applications to the Infirmary for a new lotion,
are submitted in writing.
which is to be applied to areas likely
to become,infected. Hours of discomfort can he avoided by using this
lotion before being exposed to the
plant.
. On May 10, 11, and 12 the Out- It also suggested that those susing Club is sponsoring a canoe trip1 ceptible scrub up with yellow launat Hancock Pond jus t outside of: dry soap when finished with work.
Bridgton, Maine. A bus will leave» Clothes worn while working should
the Women's Union immediately, be discarded until they can be laundered . There is yellow soap availafter lunch on Friday and will arable in various dorms. Please make
rive back on campus for dinner Sun-' use of it 1
day evening. The cost of the trip is
$5.00, and it is for members of the
The Infirmar y announces that
Club only. There will be sign-up there will no longer he any sick
lists Friday, Saturday and Monday, calls on Saturda y mornin g. ExMay 3, 4, and 6. The number going cept for cases deemed emergencies this rulin g is now in effect.
will .be limited to thirty. '

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Continued from Page Two
human needs. It attempted to .make
a "practical witness for Christian
principles." 4. "This would require a group of people, as no single
family could do it.' The group would
have to be self-supporting, s ince
salaried workers are too dependent
on the community to be completely
free."
The farm had proved to be so successful in spreading new farming
techniques around the county that
it is now . claimed that the "surrounding area seems a veritable
oasis." I suppose that if the white
segregationists of the south wanted
to hit Koinonia hardest that they
could do it best by spreading the

^
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Sam's girl is tall and thin
^g
My girl is fat and low
I /u X^O
Sam's girl wears silk and satin
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My girl wears calico
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Sam's girl is fast and speedy
My girl is slow but good
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Think I'd swap my girl for Sam's?*"
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You're darn well right I would!
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MORAtt Whether you swap, switch, or snitch a
^ f ~\__ |
Chesterfield King you'll discover the
__S_^_??_s-=_J -__2w
-biggest pleasure in smoking today. " w/>rfM f^^^^ i^ffeessB^
Majesti c length—plus the
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smoothest natural tobacco
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fflter because Chesterfields
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are packed moie smoothly
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^
i
by ACCU » RAY. Try 'em«
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Chert orfletd King gives you move 1H It N Jj §ll|iiN*"* ' J
of whar you're smoking for!
ty £r \3 (MiGAi\ETTES
I
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*$S0 goes to John R. Citron, Dartmouth College,
for his Chester Field poem.
$50for everyphilosophical verseacceptedforpublicotion. Chesterf ield , P.O. Box 21, New York 46, N . Y
© Ll ett _ Myen Tob«t» Co.
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i

H What' s all the ('shoutin g about ? Winston
flavor! It 's rich , full — the way you want
it! W hat' s more , the exclusive Winston

filter does its job so well the flavor real ly
through , so you can enjoy it. For
] fcomes
iner filtef smoking, switch to Winston !
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TOBACCO CO, i
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. Switch to W INSTON America's best-selling,best-^3__Hng filter cigarette! ¦
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Colby Nine Downs MIT, U Mass.;
Drops Williams, Springfield Games

Boston , April 24 — Behind the four hit pitching of Tony Ruvo, the Colby nine wallopped Massa^chusetts Institute of Technology, 9-1, here today. Ruvo whiffed " 11 in going eight innings, while Joe
Grimm retired three strai ght batters in the ninth to clean-up for Ruvo. The run that Ruvo allowed
came in the sixth.
In the first inning, Colby notched their first run on singles by Lee . Oberparleiter , Lloyd Cohen , and
Neil Stinneford and the second Mule run on a long sacrifice fly. The next four runs came on singles by
Phill Golden and Charlie Tjuethke,
an error, a base On balls, a sacrifice
fl y, and a hit batsman.
MIT used three pitchers in an
effort to stem the tide. Beard, the
starting hurler , allowed hix runs,
while Curran let in three tallies.
Blaney held the Mules'hitless.
A successful Colb y tennis team swept three matches from Tufts,
ab r h po a
COLBY
I. T., and B. U. last weekend at Boston. Mike Loebs' racquet4 2 1 0 1 M..
Oberparleiter, rf
3 2 2 1 1 men played on three successive days ; and trimmed Tufts 7-2, and
Cohen, 3b
4 0 1 0 0 squeeked by ML I. T. and B. U. 5-4. These victories seem to indicate
Stinneford ,. cf
Farren
1. 0 0 0 0 that Colby has a strong squad this year. Comparativel y, B. U. has
3 1 0 2 3 alread beaten Bowdoin and Bates , 6-3 and 9-0, respectively.
Gigon, ss
y
4 2 1 1 0
Golden , If
The standouts on Colby's un'4 1 2 7 1
Luethke, lb
beaten
tennis club at. Boston were
4 2 1 1 4
•
3 0 0 12 1 Brown, p
Madden , c
John
Shute
and Grant Hendricks ,
, 1 2 0 0 1
Pierce
1 0 0 2 1 Hunt, 2b
number one and two men, who were
5 1 1 0 4
Ruvo, p
Tot als
30 8 6 27 10 undefeated in tliree matches. Both
Grimm
0 0 0 0 1
ab t h po a of these boys show finesse and polish
2 0 0 2 1 UMASS
Hu n t , 2b
rf
3 0 1 2 0 on the courts. Against M. I. T. and
Blanchard
1 0 1 0 0 Bitetti ,
4 1 2 1 _ 0 B. XL , the doubles team of Keddy
Cassidy, If
'
3 0 0 1 0 and Darroch provided the winning
Totals
35. 9 9 27 13 Mellon, cf
3 0 0 1 4 margins. At both matches, the
MIT
ab r h po a McCa-forty, 3b
4 1 1 2 3 scores Avere 4-4, and this doubles
3 0 0 5 4 Larkiii, ss ' . '
Richmau, 2b
3 1 2 10 0 team insured Colby victories. Each
0 0 0 1 C Siska, lb
Read
4 0 1 2 2 time, Keddy and Darroch took two
4 0 1 2 3 Katsoulis, 2b
Campbell , ss
3 0 0 1 0 straight sets. They also won their
3 • 1 0 4 0 Carey, c
Kohurst, of .
- 1 0
0 0 0 Tufts match.
2 0 0 2 0 a-Spadafora
Speer, If
Next week Colby tangles Avith the
0 0 0 11
2 0 0 1 0 Knowles, p
Human, rf
Maine
colleges in the first round of
2 1 1 0 1
Witte
0 0 0 0 0 Edgar, p
the
State
Series play. After Colby's
0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 Bergquist, p
Itaharsi, If
0 0 0 0 1 commendable slioiving in Boston,
3 0 1 7 0 Larson, p
Jones, lb
p
1 0 0 0 0 Mike Loebs crack tennis team has
Faye,
Walters
1 0 0 2. 0
an excellent chance to cop the State
3 0 2 3 2
Finem an , 3b
¦
31 4 8 27 12 Crown.
Totals
2 0-0 0 2
Goodman, c
003 000 122 — 8
Barbere
1 0 0 0 0 Colby
TUFTS Apr il 25, Medford , Mass.
000 310 000 — 4
U 0 0 0 0 UMass
Beard , p
Singles
Curran
2 0 0 0 1 ItBI—Cassidy 2, Larlon , Cohen
Shute, (C) defeated Bourne, (T)
Blaney
0 0 0 0 0 2, Golden 2, Brown 2, Gigon, Stinne- 6-1, 6-3.
ford ; 2B—Holden , Lai'kin , Edgar;
Hendricks (0) defeated Levine
"
- .. Total s
. 27 1 4 27 12 HR—Brown ; SB—Mellen, Hunt , (T ) 7-5, 7-5.
Colby
• 204 001 200 — 9 SAC—Luethke ; DB—Brown to .LueGoldberger (T) defeated ReinMIT
000 001 000 — 1 thko, Cohen to Luethke. to Madden , mund (C) 6-0, 3-6, 6-3.
E—Luethke, Hunt, Hickman 2, McCafTerty to Siska ; Left—rUMass
Darroch (C) defeated Clarey (T)
man ; SB —r Oberparleiter, Farren , 6, Colby 11; BB—Brown 3, Edgar 2-6, 7-5, 6-2.
Campbell 1, Fineman 2; 2B—Fine- 4, Bergquist 1, Faye 1, Larson 1 in
Keddy (C) defeated Apsey (T)
Luethke ; S—Cohen, Gigon to Lue- 1, Faye 0 in 1-3 ; SO—Brown 3, 6-4, 0-7.
thke, Richman , Campbell to Jones ; Edgar 4, Bergquist 1; _?K—Brown
Timken (C) defeated Lee (T) 6-1,
LOB—Colby 7, MIT 5 ; BB—Ruvo 2 ; PE—Madden ; L—Bergquist; TJ 5-7, 6-3.
A, Beard 5, Curran 4 ; SO—Ruvo 11, — McDonough arid Callahan ; T —
Doubles
Griinrn 2 ; PB—Madden , Goodman ; 2 :37 ; a—Fouled out for Carey in
Shute and Hendri ck s (C) d ef eat ed
W—Ruvo; LP—Beard ; T. 2 :45.
9th.
Bourne and Levine (T) 7-5, 11-13 ,
Amherst, April 25—Although five
Williamstow-i, April 2(3—Receiv- 12-10.
Massachusetts pitchers gave up only ing a bit of bad luck, the Mule nine
Goldberger and Clarey (T) desi x hit s, the Colby Mules notched a lost to Williams , 8-0, here today. feated Reinmund and Thompson (C)
decisive 8-4 victory over the Uni- Tho loss of Danny Madden and 7-5, 6-1.
versity of Massachusetts hero today. George Pierce hurt them as they
Darroch and Keddy (C) defeated
In doing, the Mules gained their dropped their first game- of . the year Drefus and Helfant (T) 9-7,' 4-6,
fourtli consecutive victory and in- to it New England ballolub.
6-3.
creased tbe Massachusetts losing
COLBY 5 — M. I. T. 4 .
Danny Madd en suffered a sh arp
skein to five.
Cambridge, April 26
p a in i n his right should er durin g the
Singles
Andy Knowles started for tho night and Coach Winkin -started
Shute (C) defeated Winicors
Roflmon and ho matched Pel Brown George Pierce. However, Pierce ,
during the opening two innings. too, h ad some accountabl y b ad luck (MIT) 6-3, 1-6, 6-1.
Hendricks (C) defeated Kennific
However, at the top of the third ,' when ho split hi s finger in the fifth
tho Mules pounded Knowles for inni ng and required seven stitches, (MIT) 6-1, 6-2.
Hough (MIT) defeated Darroch
throe run s. The big blow was a two- Mike Farren then became the relief
(C)
6-3, 11-9 .
run double by Phil Golden.
—relief—receiver.
Giv
an (MIT) d ef eated Darr och
The score was tied up in tho botWarren -Judd , seeking his third
(C)
5-7,
8-6, 6-3.
tom of tho fourth and Massachus- victory in a row , was ousted in tho
Keddy
(C) defeated 'Pease (MIT)
etts took tho load in tbe fifth . How- fifth for Joo G»romm, Between them
6-3,
6-4,
5-7,
ever, in the top of the seventh inn- th oy all owed nin e hits whil e Colb y
Timkins
(C)
d ef eated Moss
in g, Dickie Hunt scored on a walk, registered only three .safeties.
(MIT)
6-2,
8-6.
after ho stole socprid , w ont to third
This loss marked tlio shattering
Doubles
on a wild p it ch , and scored on n of a four gam© Mulo winning streak.
Konniflc (MIT ) deWin
onora
and
fielder 's choice.
Springfield , April 28 — Colby feated Shuto and Hendricks (0)
Tho winnin g runs came in tlie dropped its second consecutive game
GrO , 6-2.
*;._
eighth when three walks loaded the in Ma ssachus ett s a's they bowed t o
Hough and Givan (MIT) defeated
bases , Lloyd Cohen smashed in two Springfield Collogo hove -today, 4 to
Roimund and Timken (C) 6-3, 6-0.
runs on a long single to oontor. Pol 1.
Kedd y and Darrioh (O) defeated
Brown , himsel f , tallied tho insurTho Mulos woro . bar ely outhit , Pease and Moss 6-4, 6-1.
anoo runs when ho cracked a twoColby 5 — B.»U . 4
ei ght t o six , and blasted throo
run homer to right center in the
Brookline, April 27
d
oubl es, whil e ' tho Gymnasts had
nin.li inning. Althou gh MassachusSingles
all singles.'H owever, tho Mulo nine
etts outhifc Colby, ei ght t o six , Pol
Shuto (C) defeated Kerr (BU )
Buff ered very bad luck and couldn't
Brown h old th o R odmon t o ono hit
soom to buiioli tho hits. Eddie Lag- 6-2 „Q-A.
aft er tho fifth and Colby scored tho
Hondrinks (C) defeated Kenney
onegro, tlio masterful southpaw,
runs in tho lato clutch innings.
fanned fivo while walking only three (BU) 2-6, 6-3, 6-0.
ab r h po a opposing batsmen,
C0T-BY
Mackey (BU) def eated Roinmund
5 1. .2 1 0
Obornnrl oitor, rf
(0)
6-3, 64.
Oolby scored its only run on a
4 0 1 2 4 double by Lloyd Cohon followed by
Darrioh (C) defeated Hall (BU)
Cohoa , Sb
Stinneford; of
8 1 0 4 0 a deep single by Noj l Stinneford . 6-3, 6-2.
4 1 I 1 0
Bingham (BU) def eated Roddy
Gigon , s
4 0 1. 2 0 Colby threatened consistently in the (0) fl-2 , 3-6, 8-6.
Golden , If
3 0 0 11 1 first six frames , but couldn 't pound
Timken (C) defeated Ahiko (BU )
Luothko, 11)
2 1 0 5 0 hurler Davo Mnrtons\for clutch hits. 6-0, 0-3.
Madden , o

Mule RacquetmenHave
Perf ect Mass. Record

Colby catcher J oint Rafferty "taking a slice " at the ball in the Ap ril
27 contest with Higgins Classical Inst itute which the Bab y Mules
won, 13-3.

Rogan Blasts Records;
Norwich Wins, 83' ¦- 52

Colby's trackmen went down to defeat Saturday in spite of the

Herculean efforts of Sophomore star Al Rogan and Captain Gordon

Cunningham. Rogan took four first places and two seconds to score
half of Colby 's point total in a losing cause. Captain Cunningham
ran all three distance races, talcing two firsts and a second. Al Fearing, another Sophomore performer, took first p lace in the high M ump.
llogan set a new all-time Colby
record
in the javelin throw, his
VARSITY BASEBALL
j
specialty,
by heaving it a distance
Colby 9
MIT 1
j of 196 feet, three and one-half
Colby 8
UMass 4
<
inches. But despite the efforts of
Colby o "
Williams 8
,
the few workhorses, Norwich had
. Colby 1
Springfield 4
j picked up enough 'experience, to overVARSITY TENNIS
\ come the Mules lnaking their first
Colby 7
Tufts 2
! cinder appearance of the year 83-52.
Coach Coons is hoping to Iron out
Colby s
MIT 4
J
Colby 5
BU 4
< a few mistakes in practice this week
i
end makev a stronger showing in the
VARSITY GOLF ,
{ coming Quadrangular
Meet with Colby 1
U RI 6
\ Bates, Middlebury and Vermont.
VARSITY TRACK
] However, the lack of. manpower still
|
Colby
52
Norwich
S3
[
J haunts the Colby team. On Saturday, May 4, there will be only thirFROSH BASEBALL
|
J
teen competitors for the host squad.
HCI 3
; Bates and Middlebury have fielded
| Colby 13
FROSH TRACK
;
strong teams in then* meets thus far
Hebron 48
and are expected to battle it out for
| Colby 69
top honors here Saturday. Colby will
COMING HOME GAMES
need much improvement to move
| May 3—Frosh Baseball
ahead of either team. .
A
Lisbon High Schoo l
Summary : Norwich 83, Colby 52.
I May 4—Varsity Baseball—BU
100-yard
dash — Avon by Nelson ,
| May 4—Varsity Golf—U of M
N
2nd
Riechert
;
, C ; 3rd Davidson ,
» May 4—Varsity Tennis—Bates
C.
Time
10.7.
I May 4—Varsity Track
220-yard -dash — won by KavanQuadran gular
|
augh
, N ; 2nd Caplan , N ; 3rd Shel1
'
ton , C. Time 23.2.
440-yard dash — won by Kavanaugh , N ; 2nd Langley, N ; 3rd Shelton , C. Time 54.0.
880-yard dash — won by Langley,
N
; 2nd Cunningham , C; 3rd Pike,
Wat orvill o, April 26—The Colby
N.
Time 2 :13.7.
link stors lost their first mat ch of th o
Mile
run — won hy Cunningham ,.
year to the University of Rhode Is2nd
Morse, N ; 3rd Williams, N.
C;
'
land , 6-1, at the Waterville Country
Time
4
:54.6.
Club today. Coach Clifford' s golfers
2 Milo run — won by Cunningdid a mu ch b etter j ob than the score
ham
, C ; 2nd Morse, N ; 3rd Wilindicates for they lost three matches
s, N. Time 10 :53.
liam
by ono stroke.
1 120-yard high hurdles — won by
Th o highs for tho day Avero posted
by Charlie Smith of Colby and Paul Rogan, C ; 2nd Staokman, N ; 3rd
Butler of Rhode Island , f ormer in- Foley, N. Time 17,6.
220-yard low hurdles — Avon by
tercollegiate gol f champ, -Both m en
Sauer,
N ; 2nd Rogan , C; 3rd Capnotched 74' s in tho number on o sp ot
lan
,
N.
Time 27.2.
for thoir respective teams.
Broad
Jump
— won by Roga n , C ;
Butlox (RI ) defeated Smith (C)
2nd
N
e
lson
N
; 3rd Auriomma , C,
,
1 up, 19 holes.
Distance
20
feet
, 10 inches.
IrTnmpnon ( I I I ) defeated Lnvigne
High
jump—won
by Foarings , C;
(C) l up.
2nd
Rogan
G;
3rd
Foley, N, Hgt.
,
JFostor (RI) defeated Van Soho
foot
,
10
inches,
onok 1 up. . . '
Pole Vault — won by Rogan , O ;
Morganstorm (RI) defeated Foehl
2nd
Du gins , N ; and Sauer, N: (tie)
(C) 3 and 1.
Hei
g
ht 11 feet , 6 inches..
J ones (0) defeated Hammorlund
Diflous
— won by .Engle, N ; 2nd
(RI) 2 and 1.
Hayes,
N
; 3rd Johnson , N. DisEriokson (HI), defeated Foley (C)
tance
123
f eet, 2% inches,
2 and 1.
Shot
Put
— won by Johnson , N ;
Zarotski (RI) defeated Water2nd'Hunter
N ; 3rd Eriglo, N. Dis,
man (O) 6 amr S.
tance 42 foot .
Doubles
Javoh n —- Avon by llogan , 0 ; 2nd
Kerr and Wobbor (BU ) dofoatod Singleton , N ; 3rd' Calauirvo , N. ,
Shuto _vnd Hendricks 6-4, fl-4.
Distance 196 foot, Qy_ inches, (IvToav
Konny and Mnokoy (BU) de- Colby Record.),
feated Roinmund and Tlionlpson ¦' Harhmor Throw — Avon by Fwr(0) 7-6, 6-4.
lon _c;, N ; 2nd Johnson , ISf j 3rd
Roddy and Darroch (O) dofoatod Doran, 0.,1 D1b_m»_6 112 foot, 10%
Hall and Bingham (BU) .0-4 , 0-3. . inches.

K. L Trounces
Colby Golfers

The Battle of Blue Monda y
by Leslie Colitt
.

Artists Prefer
Secluded Spots
but tell

Stu G Rep ort s

/

,

"The only thing we .have to fear is fear itself ." Perhaps3
Beware, ye grassers! Tour selthat , to any of the 300 odd ROTC boys just before inspection oh dom frequented , secluded spots of
Monday afternoon. Thoughts such as the following run. through the nature are being invaded by Colby's
artists. With the arrival of warm
~ '
minds of many of our earth-bound aviators.

spring weather, the different classes
"Wonder what I'll .get demerits for this week? Untidy looking are taking to the out-of-doors for
uniform? Unlikely, it was pressed last summer. Dirty shirt? No, I've sketching and painting.
One project for the drawing class
only worn it since October. WelL guess it's time to get down to drill." entails making a series of landscape
Small groups of cadets are gathered on the field. Suddenly a rash sketches. What could offer more
variety than Mayflower Hill's 600
of impressively indistinct commands cut the air, and. the show begins. acres ? Students supplied with
After finding your little l x l plot of grass, you firmly plant your feet sketchbooks and pencils Avill soon
in the prescribed Charlie Chaplin angle and come to attention. Using appear all over campus. The sun
the buddy system, with malicious pleasure you ignore telling your has lured oil painters, bogged down
buddy of his unbuttoned buttons, the dirt on his pant leg. and the with equipment , from the dark recesses of Roberts Union , regardless
dust on his GfOC pin. "Everything's OK3" you assure him, thinking of the subjects of their paintings.
fiendishly, "the more demerits he gets the better I look." Now the Even the more ambitious students
inspecting officers come up to your buddy. They give him a cursory not taking art courses may succumb.
glance and pass on to you. "Must be a soft inspection," you tjhink to A tan can even be accumulated in
yourself. An officer then proceeds to ask you what General commands the process. Johnson Pond is tbe
most popular area , Avith the hill bethe SPC (Strategic Poker Command). You take two demerits for hind the chapel second. Never unnot knowing the answer, and admonish yourself for not having paid derestimate artistic power , hoAvever.
attention during the bloc on Career Fields in the Air Force. The Even the most obscure spot can hold
flight officers now tells the assembled how slovenly their uniforms had fascination for a painter.
looked , but that the flight's eyeballs looked surprisingly good. "I So, you couples', when you see
someone heading your way Avith pad
can tell you guys are shining your eyeballs, keep it up. By the end of and pencil, just ignore him. He'll
the year this group might merit the General Luftrnensch Award for i ignore you. After all , it's the
' '
scenery he's after.
the ROTC fli ght with the glossiest eyes." '. .

Deeply inspired, the flight now practices a new and very intricate
movement—liow to form a column of twos from a single file that
contains only one man. After forty-five minutes of this, a true-blue
U.S. Air Force commissioned officer congratulates us on our proficiency in this maneuver. Now, with that same nature-loving sp irit of
such great Americans as Emerson , Thoreau , and General Sherman,
we are off on our weekly tramp around the pond. Shortly thereafter,
having had our fill of the beauty of the Maine countryside;—a flash
of green on eyes right and a glimpse of the pond on eyes left, we are
met with the jeers, witticisms, and off beat music of the occupants
of Champlin and Small Halls. It is obvious that the mere sight of
these bilge-water blue uniforms commands immediate respect and
admiration on the part of our fellow students.
There is yet another impressive military ceremony before we may
call it a day. With devastating military irregularity, 300 cadets
"Present Arms." Minutes later, cursing to a man , hands'i fall in wavelike precision to the cry of "Order Arms."—the conclusion to a successful Monday drill. Slowly, the terrestrial aviators return home
from battle, proudly clutching their demerit slips—-as if they somehow represent an experience worthy of the Croix de Guerre.
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Repairing of Watches. Jewelry
TR 2-7338
130 Main St.
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DAKIN SPORTING GOODS COMPANY
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"Come In and Browse Around"
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Bring Us Your Photo Problems
For Technical Advice
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The New Puritan
Resta urant. Inc.

All Electric Cooking
I
Our Kitchen Is Open for
j
| Inspection at all Times
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The regular Aveekly meeting of
Student Government Avas held on
Monday evening at 7 :30 in Roberts
Union. Former president M a c
Remington thanked the council for
its support throughout the year and
then turned the meeting over to
Archie Twitchell , the nevv president.
Treasurer Larry Cudmore reported that there are $1,319.60 in
the treasury.
Mariett a Pane reported that the
latest movie was shown with a loss
of $6.
Archie Twitchell outlined the aims
of the new Student Government
officers for the coming year. They
included the revising of the election
procedure for the officers , the revising of the election of the men's
judiciary board , and an overhauling of the Student Government constitution .
In connection with the election of
class officers , it Avas pointed out by
Al Frazer, president of the Social
Committee, that the present senior
class officers will conduct the elections for the seniors ef next year ,
the present juniors for the incoming
juniors , and the sophomores for the
sophomores of next year.
Joe Consolino, on behalf .of the
"EcMo," read a letter which he in-

tends to send to the other colleges
in this area. It concerns the NCAA
baseball bid received by Colby last
spring and proposed a neAv plan for
the extending of these bids in the
future.
Bob Brol li, representing the Hangout Committee, outlined plan s for
the production of the musical "Tlie
King and I" next fall. The Hangout Committee would sponsor the
show but needs a loan to help finance it until immediately after the
production.
The Committee requested a loan of $500. from Student
Government,
Avhich was
granted.
Mac Remington moved that the
Social Committee be given the
power to add new members to the
group, with the approval of the StuContinued on Page Sixr
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DR. AND MRS. BIXLER
Continued from Page One
Colby. His son and daughter were ,
also, graduates of the college.
On August 7 the Bislers will leave
Europe and one week later , on the
fourteenth, they Avill dock at Montreal. Dr. Bixler has sailed to Europe on the St. LaAA'rence cruise preA'iously and lias enjoyecl the A'oyage
immensely.
Dr. Bixler will deliver, the Annie
Talbote Cole Lecture at BoAvdoin in
February, 1958 , and will Avork. on
the speech at his leisure during the
European tri p. He Avill also study
various committee plans AA'hicli have
been set up to expand Colby's student enrollment and financial campaign. He Avill make a report to the
faculty and students on his findings
sometime in the early fall, perhaps
at the All-College Assembly.
The Bixlers have made it a point
to be back in time for the Open
House Musical Recital, which is to
take p lace about the twentieth of
August.
FACULTY BRIEFS
Continued, from Pago Tavo
Withou t a doubt, physics is tbe
most di fficult, major offered at Colby.
All courses aboA'e the Freshman
level are precise and quantitative.
In other Avords, the student must answer 'hoAV much,' not just Svhy'."
Do you fav or the proposed "threethree plan?"
"I certainly do, but I do not consider it a radical innovation. I had
it Avhen I was a student. This is
just a return to a system that many
schools folloAved before. Ncav ideas
in the teaching profession are rare.
Most are discarded at one time and
revived at another. I don't think
there would be any difficulty in the
value of Physics to the non-science
student.
"It is certainly possible for a nonscience major to get through without ever studying physics, but most
students cheat themselves by not

getting into any depth in a science.
In the ~ Avorld of today, everyone
needs an understanding of science
and of the technological developments Avhich make modern civilization AA'hat it is. Only by these
technological advances do Ave have
the leisure time to go to college—
or to do anything other than proAbiding for food , shelter and other
basic needs. It is easy to operate a
television set or an automobile, but
imagine trying to build them from
scratch . How can people talk about
atomic energj' Avhen they have no
understanding of how it " is produced ? When you come right do\vn
to it , a person A\rho tries to b.ecome
educated without studying science
isn't getting much of an education ."

Joe Consolino moved that a comJOHNSON DAY TASKS
posite picture be taken of the StuContinued from Page One .
dent Government officers each year
are Professors Oslerg and Johnson.
and that they be placed on the walls
Students will be those living in
of . the Student Government room.
Averill and on the third floor Mary
The idea was approved.
Low. A sixth project is working on
POWDER AND WI G PRESENTS the area, in fron-fc of the women's
parking lot ; this will be supervised
Continued from Page One
The daughters to whom he has by Professors Bither , Coons and
given the kingdom, however, divest Clifford. The Lamhda Chi's and men.
him of his retinue and all remain- from Champlin Hall will be working power, and drive him into a ing, along Avith the girls from,
second floor Louise Coburn. storm Avith his fool.
Meanwhile Gloupester lias made
Two small special projects are for
the same mistake with his sons. He volunteers. Ten' Outing. Club memhas put his trust in the son , Ed- bers will go Avith Professor Loebs
mund , avIio actually means harm to or Coons to the Outing Lodge. Five
his father and his brother , Edgar . students will go out to Albion Avith.
Eventually the two men meet, Glou- Dick Dyer to Avork at the Lovejoy
cester being blinded , and Lear mad, Cemetery.
STU G REPORTS
and both realize their mistakes
Continued from Page Five
shortly before they die. In the end , is left Avith the aid of Kent and Alden t Government. The motion was after the deaths , of Lear, Glouces- bany to restore tlie kingdom to its
passed.
ter, and with Lear , Cordelia, Edgar former status.
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May 2 - 3 - 4
"True Story of
Jesse James " plus
" B ainbido "
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May 5 - 6
"W ar & Peace " plus
" Nat King Cole Story "
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May 7 - 8
"G uys & Dolls " plus
" He Laughed Last "
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BUNDLE SERVICE
74A ELM STREET
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FLO'S GREENHOUSE
TR 2-8913
ARTISTIC CORSAGES
Lower Silver Street
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WHAT IS A TALKATIVE FARM BOY?
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Sun. - Tues., - May 5 - 6 - 7 <
Tyrone PoAver
Lloyd Nolan J
Mai Zetterling
"Abandon Ship "
j
Wed. - Sat. - May 8-9-10-11
John Wayne
Robert Ryan
" Flying Leath ernecks " plus
plus Rock Hudson in
"Sea Devils "

WHAT IS A SWART EIF?
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Now Playing Thru Saturda y
Ronald Regan
Nancy DaA-is
"Hellca ts of the Navy "
Plus -Ftory Calhoun Max Baer
" Utah Blaine ",
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HAROLD PJNSKER.
QUEENS COLLEGE

i

W. A. A. is pleased to announce
that those elected to ne„t year's
board aie : President—Dot Greenman ; Vice-President, . Melba Metcalf ; Secretary-Treasurer , Ellie Fortenbaugh.' • and Publicity Chairman,
Gingy Clark. Tlie following have
been elected class representatives :
Senior, !ois Munson ; Junior, Carol
H olt ; Sophomore, Barbara Chapman. This group will be given a
formal Avelcome at the annual W. A.
A. banqxiet which is to be held May
13.

WHAT IS A lEAKY PEN?
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Alan Ladd
Clifton Webb
Sophia Loren
in "EOY ON A DOLPHIN"
Wed. - Thurs. - Ingrid Bergman 4 in
"PARIS DOES STRANGE THINGS'^
Starts Next Fri. - James Stewart in
"SPIRIT OF ST. LOUIS" '
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AN IMPROVED HANDCUFF?

ROBERT BALDRICA.
0. OF
MINNESOTA
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WHAT DO HYPOCHONDRIACS DOI
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Harold J. Berdeen
J
2 Job , Novo lty & Social Printin g !
I
Glvo You Service
! W o
Tolo phono TR 3-3434
j
Wato rvillo j
i 88 Pleasant St.

STATIONERS
DENNISON SUPPLIES
STUD IO GREETING CARDS
ROYAL TYPEWRITE R S
Salos — Sorvlo. — Renta l
170 Main Stroot
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THIS HOMBRE lives in a Dallas palace." He's got
oceans of oil, carloads of cattle—and plenty of
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